But working with partial algebras we can not restriot our attention to surjective epis only. One can easily oheok that none of these three postulates remains true for surjections in the theory of partial algebras. Hence we propose to distinguish another class of epis in categories of partially algebraic structures which may play the same role as surjeotions plaQr for total algebras. More precisely; in each variety V of partial algebras we distinguish a composition class By • -Clepiy'Exty, where Clepiy is a class of all closed [2] This paper is based on the lecture presented at the Conference on Universal Algebra held at the Teohnioal University of Warsaw (Wilga), May 2?.-25, 1986. (strong in [3] ) surjections in V and-Sxty is a class of "free extensions in V" defined in this paper. Free extensions in a category Palg £2 of all partial G-algebras are precisely extendable epis. But in many varieties these classes may be different.
What make s the universal algebra sucoesful is that surjections are described by {congruences. The caloulus of congruences is a one of the most important tools of this theory. It will be very useful to get a similar tool in the theory of partial algebras. Closed epis have their description -they are described by closed (strong) congruences. Hence in the present paper we deal only with free extensions; to give a framework of a description of lattices of free extensions is a main goal of the present paper. Then combining together descriptions of both olasses we can obtain a full description of all epi's from the distinguished class.
Our approach is of the categorical nature. Backgrounds are presented in sections 1 and 2. We use speotral algebraic theories [6] to define free extensions, examine their basio properties and describe lattices of free extensions (section 3). Moreover, we show that our starting point and basio example -extendable epis in PalgSis rather a very peculiar one (section 4). Next section is more concrete. First, considering free extensions in PalgQwe introduce a concept of a saturated initial segment whioh plays a role of a congruence in a desired description of free extensions* Then, considering free extensions in a jiLven variety Vc PalgjQwe describe a relationship between free extensions in both categories.
Preliminaries -varieties of partial algebras as categories
For all unexplained concepts and notations concerning partial algebras we refer the reader to [2]. The only difference is that closed homomorphisms are called here perfeot. We shall use PalgQto denote a oategory of all partial S?-alge--164 -bras of a given type Ufo :Palgi?--Set is the obvious forgetful functor. QX denotes a set of all £2-terms over a set X, i?X is an absolutely free total fi-algebra over X (with a carrier OXJ.
The following observation, due to J. Schmidt Reoall a construction of the family {?i)i6spj ((called a ¿»-spectrum over X). By an initial ¿¿-segment over X we mean each subset X^c^X containing'X and such that together with any term t 6 Xi contains each subterm of t.
Then the desired family consists of all initial ¿¿-segments over X endowed with structures of relative subalgebras of QX.
Prom now we will assume that S2 is a finitary type. A class VcPalgiPis called a variety if V is closed under products, perfect epi images and (closed) subalgebras, i.e. V is a H0SsP-closed class in the sense of [l] . Eaoh variety is a class of models of a set of formulas of the form
(Reoall that A in Palgi2satisfies 3)t at a given valuation k if the term-t is defined in A at the valuation k). In other words, eaoh variety is a class of models of "generalized BCS-equations" e \ e V ^ = Wplq iel ' in the sense of P.Burmeister [2]* -165 -A variety V is called a S-variety if for eaoh perfeot map h:A--B, A e V provided BeV, Bach 3-variety is a class of models of a set of formulas of the form We will identify varieties with the corresponding full subcategories. FytPalgS--V will always denote a left adjoint left inverse to the embedding functor ZytV--Palgi2. Note that for each A in Palgi2 the universal arrow --ZyFyA is epi. Observe that the Theorem 1.1 remains true if we replace PalgPby V in each plaoe it appears in the theorem. let {-ijieSyX ^e note a V-spectrum over a given set X. ii. SyX = S3yX, for eaah set X, iii. if V = 3V, then for each i 6 SyX, X± = 1± and for each k_ in Palgfi, <5A i» an extendable epi.
iv. The embedding Z0:V^-3V has a left adjoint left inverse FQ and each universal arrow <5^8A--Z0FQA (A 6 3V) is perfeot and surjective.
Only the second part of iv is nontrivial. We will prove it in the end of section 2. notation. For the simplicity we will write X^^ instead of J x i and tp ir instead of Jj(iir). If it will be no danger of confusion for (f:X-wa will write f* instead of fj.
The equation domf* = will always mean (f,j)* = (f*,i). S-algebras are triples A = (A.ieSA.asA.^--A) (we will also write (A,A it a)) such that a= id A and for each pair f,giX=^A it if af = ag, then domf * = domg* and af * = ag*.
We extend the object function S to a contravariant functor S«Set op --POS as followsj for eaoh h:X--Y and jeSY, Sh(j) o i, where dom(g*»h)* = X^ By an S-morphism from (A,A lt a) to (B,B^,b) we mean eaoh function hi A-B such that i«Sh(j) = r and b« (g®»h)*" -= h«a. If, moreover, Sh(j) = i, then h is called perfeot.
Bote that for eaoh set X and ieSX, ^ «= (X^domfid^)*", (id x )*} is an S-algebra and for J <i in SX, is an S-morphism from X^ to We shall use jS-Alg to denote the category of S-algebras, UgjS-Alg-•Set is the forgetful functor. But for a simplicity instead of U g h we will often write simply h. Bach perfect S-morphism is uniquely faotorizable as a perfeot surjactive S-morphism followed by a perfect S-mono.
Assume now that S is pointed. Ve call ai S-algebra A. -(A,Ai,a) total iff i = iA.
The full subcategory TotS-Alg of total S-algebra is monadio over Set.
ii. The embedding functor Z t :TotS-Alg -S-Alg has a left adjoint left inverse P t sS-Alg -TotS-Alg.
Proof. We sketoh ii. only. For eaoh A • (A,A it a) we oonstruot a universal arrow jr^'A --^t^t-88 ^g^1 0 * 6 " let e be a coequalizer of a pair{(g* *a)*, fan^)*") in TotS-Alg. Then jr A • . Note that then e = F t a. where ~ + ~0 is a smallest equivalence relation containing ~u~o« is a strong congruenoe because £ is a finitary type. Henoe a projection f is perfeot. Now it is not hard to show that f = <5®.
Free extensions-general theory
Recall that an epimorphism of partialfi-algebras hsji--B is called extendable if for each gsA -with C being total, g = g^»h for some homomorphism g^. Equivalently, h is extendable if P^h is ieo (F t sPalgS2 -TotPalg-O -compare Lemma 2. 3 .ii). This concept is of a pure categorical nature and it has its categorical generalization ( [4] , def. 37.8). But we want to obtain a factorization system (?, Perfect S-monphisms) hence we need a more precise generalization. To -see the problem consider the following, let Q « Q^ « {p,q}, V = Mod( lp(x)=> x = y). Then the only total V-algebra is a one-point algebra. Henoe each epi in V isan extendable epi so there is no desired factorization system in V. -B (h • the perfect extension of is a pushout in S~Alg* Note that each free extension is epi, eaoh ieo is a free extension and eaoh free extension of a total S-&Lgebra is iso. Assume that coequalizers of pairs of perfeot S-morphisms exist in S-Alg. Then a pair Perfg_Alg) forms a factorization system in S-Alg.
-171 -Proof* By Lemma 3.3 we must show only that each S-morphism has the required factorization. Let g:(A,A^,a) --«-(B,Bjtb). Consider the diagram dom(g£*a)*" = domiy^)* because g is perfect (Lemma 2.1). Let e be a ooequalizer of this pair, g = r»e, hence e is perfect. By Lemma 2«2 perfeot ooequalizers are surjeotive, henoe r is perfect too. a is a coequali^er of (g>£*a)*, (idA )*, henoe' 0,^i k = V * a for some V and Lemma 3.2.H. V is a free extension. Obviously, g * The proof is complete. Remark .
It has been proved in [7] that for each complete s.a.t. S, S-Alg is oooomplete. Hence, in particular, Theorem 3*5 is valid for an arbitrary variety of partial algebras.
Throughout the rest of this seotion we assume S to be oomplete. Lemma 3.6. An S-morphism h is a free extension iff h divides each perfect S-morphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 it is enough to show the sufficiency. Assume that h divides each perfedt map and let h* f*e for some perfeot f and a free extension e. Then there exists g s.t. g*h = e, f*e a> id. Thus g is a perfeot split; mono and epi (because e is epi). Then g is iso and consequently, h is a free extension. Corollary 3.7. (i) *'or eaoh set X, j in SX, 9>i;j e Ext, (ii) ei^--B is a free extension if e = for some j e SX, kelso, (iii) free extensions form a subcategory of S-Alg.
Combining together Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.5 we obtain that each S-morphism h has a (unique) factorization h = m*e^*eQt where m is perfect and infective, e1 -perfect and surjective, e" -free extension. The composition class E = Perf , *Ext O o ux is a class of S-epimorphisma which, in our opinion, plays the same role as surjective epis play in the theory of total algebras.
For eaoh S-algebra A by ExtA. we denote the set of representatives of froe extensions of A. It is a poset with a greatest element ¡rA and a least element idA< By Corollary 3.7.iv ExtA is a complete lattice with suprema determined by pushouts. For each i in SA, KxtA^ is a sublattice of SA. t n ]j t 1 ,...,t n e i2A i> q e Q d , then n Fun(p) x YZ Fun(t^) + 1 i=1 (we will use square brackets to denote C-terms over A^ and usual brackets for terms over A). We omit the proof because it needs the same method as the proof of Lemma 5*5.
